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DMS Investigators in the News 
Quanta Magazine features work of DMS-supported researchers 

Quanta Magazine has recently showcased the work of several researchers who have been supported by 
DMS: 

Mathematicians Identify Threshold at Which Shapes Give Way 
 

Work of a DMS-supported investigator and collaborators establishes an unlikely connection between 
geometric embeddings and turbulent fluid flow. The research identifies a threshold for smooth 
isometric embedding of shapes in high-dimensional spaces. The relationship to turbulence suggests a 
general framework for identifying sharp transition points in a range of mathematical settings. Read 
more in the Quanta Magazine article Mathematicians Identify Threshold at Which Shapes Give Way , by 
Mordechai Rorvig, about recent work of Camillo De Lellis (Institute for Advanced Study) and Dominik 
Inauen (Leipzig University). 
 
The research also will be the topic of a Special Year program to be held at the Institute for Advanced 
Study School of Mathematics during the 2021-2022 academic year. Confirmed senior participants 
include several other DMS-supported researchers as well. 
 

Mathematicians Solve Decades-Old Classification Problem 
 
Mathematicians have resolved a longstanding question in the field of descriptive set theory. The 
question involves classifying a particular set of infinitely large objects called torsion-free abelian groups. 
The recent results introduce a new way of comparing the difficulties of classification questions for 
countable structures. The Quanta Magazine article Mathematicians Solve Decades-Old Classification 
Problem by Steve Nadis explains more details; the publication by Gianluca Paolini (University of Turin) 
and Saharon Shelah (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) acknowledges DMS support. 
 

Mathematicians Find Long-Sought Building Blocks for Special Polynomials 
 
Quanta Magazine reports on work of a DMS-supported investigator Samit Dasgupta (Duke University) 
and his collaborator Mahesh Kakde (Indian Institute of Science), who have made fundamental progress 
on a problem first posed by David Hilbert in 1900. Mathematicians at the time knew that every number 
system of a particular sort – the much-studied “abelian extensions” of the rational numbers – could be 
generated by some finite collection of roots of unity (complex numbers that raised to some positive 
integer power give 1) and the simple operations of addition, subtraction, and multiplication by rational 
numbers. Hilbert’s 12th problem challenged mathematicians to discover finite generating sets, analogs 
of these roots of unity, when the base number system is more complicated than the rational numbers. 
The Quanta Magazine article Mathematicians Find Long-Sought Building Blocks for Special Polynomials , 
by Kelsey Houston-Edwards, explains how the researchers used modern tools of p-adic analysis to 
answer this question for an infinite class of number systems called "totally real fields." 
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